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BUSINESS PLAN FOR NEW PROGRAMS

Business plans must be submitted to the Academic Program Planning Sub-committee (APPS) by
December 1st, for programs to be implemented in the fall of the following academic year. APPS will
forward the business plans to the Board of Governors, Credential Validation Service, and the Ministry
for approval.
The Business Plan will be developed using this template, and in consultation with a Curriculum
Consultant from the Centre for Academic Excellence (CAE). All areas of this template and all
Appendices must be completed.
1.0

Program Specifications:

Network and Security Architecture

Title of Proposed Program:

Credential to be Awarded:

_____
_____
_____
_____
_X___
_____

Local Board Approved Certificate
Ontario College Certificate
Ontario College Diploma
Ontario College Advanced Diploma
Ontario College Graduate Certificate
Degree

Intake(s):

__X_ Fall

Year of First Intake:

January, 2015

No. of Students in First Intake:

15 domestic, 20 international

_X_ Winter

_____ Spring

Length of Program:
Number of semesters 2
Semester length (in weeks) 15

2.0

Executive Summary
Network and Security Architecture will be an 8 month (1 year) Ontario graduate certificate. This
program will cover the key aspects of enterprise network design and the systems and protocols
required for secure access to the network. It will cover advanced networking and security concepts,
including the following: four areas of study covered under Cisco’s CCNP, security and network design
for Microsoft and Linux system, advance network design, access controls and authentication systems.
There is an identified shortage for graduates with this higher level skillset and we are well positioned
to offer this program with the infrastructure and Cisco relationship we already have.
Target market for this program will be students who have graduated with a degree in Computer
Science and/or diploma in Computer Systems Technology/Technician or similar program. Working
professionals who may want to take this program on a part-time basis would also be welcome. This
program will also assist in addressing the increasing demand of International students for IT postgraduate certificates. This program will allow us to offer an advanced program to be paired with the
Information Security Management program. This will provide two consecutive one year graduate
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programs, which are sought after by the International students. The recruiters in India have indicated
that this will be very attractive to the International audience and we also think that because it is a
different and more advanced skill set from our diploma programs that we will draw domestic interest.
This program will be offered in using a blended format, initially Monday to Friday. Demand for a
weekend delivery will be assessed prior to or shortly after initial launch.
This program supports the following institutional priorities:
- Enrolment growth
- Internationalization
- Unique program offering
- Hybrid and online delivery
- Few new resources needed
There is no program in the Ontario College system which would compete directly with this program.
There is no MTCU program standard which aligns with this program, so the learning outcomes will be
built based on industry input. The combination of this program and the existing ISM program could be
a powerful draw and make the School of Information Technology a budding Centre of Excellence for
IT Security.
This program will not require new space, but will need equipment added to the current networking labs
in the School of IT. The equipment which will need to be purchased are new firewalls, IPS modules,
WAN controllers and access points and new servers. It is estimated that the cost of this equipment
will be $120,000. In addition, professors with specialized skills in the area of networking, security and
business will need to be hired.

3.0

Academic Programming and Quality

Score: ___/25

3.01 Program Description
 See Appendix B: Program Description.
Admission Standards:
Standard Wording for Graduate Certificate Programs:
 College Diploma or University Degree, preferably in a related discipline (as determined by the
College), OR an acceptable combination of related work experience and post-secondary
education (as determined by the College), plus an Ontario Secondary School Diploma, or
Grade 12 equivalency, or mature student status, AND
 Grade 12 English at any of the (C) or (U) levels, or equivalent.
• English Language Proficiency

3.02 Curriculum
 See Appendix F: Degree Audit/ Program of Instruction
There will be no general education courses. This will not be a co-op program. Connect fees
may apply.

3.03 Curriculum Design and Delivery
There is no current provincial standard for this program, so VLO’s are being created. Blended
and online are appropriate for target markets. Delivery methods (online, hybrid, weekend, parttime) appropriate for target markets- 1) non- directs, working IT professionals 2) Domestic PSEgrads from IT and Computer Science programs (i.e. CTY) and 3) International students with
IT/Comp Science degrees.
No existing courses will be incorporated in the delivery of this program. International students
are target market. Research and innovation component will be built into curriculum and
learning activities. E-learning as stated above.
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 See Appendix A1: Form 3 Program Outcomes- Curriculum Map

3.04 Vocational Program Learning Outcomes
 See Appendix A: Form 1 - Vocational Program Outcomes.
3.05

Employability Skills Learning Outcomes

 See Appendix A: Form 2 - Essential Employability Skills Outcomes.

Consultation: CAE

3.06 Ministry Form for Weighting Purposes
 See Appendix E: Program Delivery Information (PDI) Form to Calculate Program
Funding Parameters.
3.07 Relationship to Professional or Licensing Bodies
This program is not designed to support any licensing requirements. However it will cover four
areas of study covered under Cisco’s CCNP-security and network design for Microsoft and
Linux system, advance network design, access controls and authentication systems. Students
who complete the program will be eligible for several certifications including: CCNP – Security;
CCNA- Wireless; Microsoft MCSE-Server Infrastructure and VMWare Certified Associate –
Data Center Virtualization (VCA-DCV).
 See Appendix D: Regulatory Status Form

3.08 Course Descriptions
 See Appendix C: Program Curriculum.
The methods of delivery for the NASA program include a mix of hybrid, online, F2F, and
possibly the Weekend College.
Hybrid, online and weekend delivery would be more attractive to working professionals who
may want to enroll in courses on a part-time basis to enhance their skills and knowledge. Part,
or all of the program, may have to be delivered F2F for international students.
Students will participate in case studies, simulations and design of networks including the
layout of network and security devices.
We anticipate pathways into this program from:
Fanshawe’s ISM, CTN and CTY programs, Ontario university Computer Science programs as
well as similar programs offered by other colleges and universities from anywhere in the world.
This program will provide or expand employment opportunities for graduates. This program will
provide a pathway to several certifications including: CCNP – Security; CCNA- Wireless;
Microsoft MCSE-Server Infrastructure and VMWare Certified Associate – Data Center
Virtualization (VCA-DCV).
.
Research and innovation with be incorporated into the program as students will be given
projects with problems to solve. They will be required to work together, design and test and
implement solutions.
Regulatory or accreditation requirements do not apply to this program.

4.0

Fit of Program

Score: ___/25

4.01 Institutional Fit
This program supports the following institutional priorities:
- Enrolment growth
- Internationalization
- Unique program offering
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-

Flexible delivery
Few new resources needed

This program will provide two consecutive one year graduate programs, which are sought after
by international students. The recruiters in India have indicated that this will be very attractive
to the international audience and because it is a different and more advanced skill set from our
diploma programs that this program will draw domestic interest.

4.02 Similarity of Program
This program is not similar to other programs offered by Fanshawe and courses will be unique
to the program. However, this program is complementary to both CTY and ISM, offering
additional education and a credential to graduates of those programs. Professors teaching in
this course would also be able to teach courses in other programs in the College.
This program will deepen our offerings in the area of information security management,
a rapidly growing area of need and training topic of great importance. This program can
be “bundled” with the existing ISM program to provide high educational value to graduates.
We have not been able to identify a similar program in Ontario or elsewhere in Canada.

4.03 Transfer between Proposed Program and Other Post-Secondary Programs
There are no current negotiations underway. However, after program approval, future plans
would be to offer this program or the courses in it as complements or components of programs
offered by technical colleges or universities in other areas of the world. Students from those
institutions, for instance, could take courses in this program as part of a student exchange or
articulation agreements, or collaborative degrees with universities (i.e. with Western).
The School of IT currently has partnerships with Cisco and Microsoft. This program will build on
those relationships by using material and software provided from these companies to reduce
costs. Cisco has offered to display this new program on their Cisco Networking Academy site
which will be seen by students in over 10,000 academies and 165 countries, which should
increase the speed to market and increase market coverage.
The program curriculum will be unique, linked to well-recognized and accepted industry
certifications and will be complemented by the experiential learning approach, as well as the
flexible delivery methods described above.

5.0

Demand for Program

Score: ___/25

5.01 Student Demand
Current graduates from Fanshawe’s CTY program have been surveyed (15) and have
consistently reported that they are in need of education, beyond the one year program to better
prepare them for the workplace.
ISM students have additionally reported, over the past five years, that they would be more
marketable in their field if they possessed credentials that focused more on the technical
aspects of IT security. This has resulted in students enrolling at other post-secondary
institutions to obtain additional credentials (M.A, Project Management).
International feedback has also solidified the need for this proposed program. A representative
from Fanshawe’s International Centre reported the following when asked to offer feedback
regarding student demand: “Yes. There are very few network programs available in Ontario at
the Graduate Certificate level. Networks is a field that is more easily understood by the Indian
students, as compared to ISM, as there are many comparable network programs in India (Sept
12, 2013).
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This program will be targeted towards PSE graduates, international students and non-direct
students. This program may draw some students from the existing ISM program, but we feel
that the 2 programs would be complementary and a good `bundle` for many students,
particularly international students. Graduates of programs like CTY would find it beneficial to
take this program.

5.02 Employment Demand
There is a significant amount of data that supports the offering of this proposed program.
Numerous articles validate the need for a graduate with this skill set. “Cisco reviewed generally
the assertion that demand for network security engineers will exceed the supply for the
foreseeable future.” (http://www.networld.com/community/blog/security-best—ciscospecialization-your-year). ICT reported that “the need for cyber security professionals who can
combine ICT with industry knowledge will absolutely continue to grow in Canada.” (CyberSecurity-Critical ICT Human Resources in the Digital Economy).
In a job search that focuses on this area of expertise the following was discovered:
Workopolis: lists 699 jobs Canada wide for Network Security, 438 in Ontario, a search for
Security Architecture positions listed 185 jobs in Ontario
Indeed Website: lists 425 Network Security jobs Canada wide, 226 in Ontario.
Other job related websites report similar statistics.
PSE graduates, international and non-direct students will be targeted for this program.
This program will help achieve the College’s enrolment growth strategy as both international
and domestic students will be fitting candidates. This graduate level certificate will sustain
students, both in the international and domestic realms, as it scaffolds the ISM, and potentially
other, programs at Fanshawe College.
This is a very unique program and as such holds potential for Fanshawe to have our faculty
members possess distinctive academic and teaching credentials which eventually will lead to
students with an exceptional skill set that is sought in the IT industry.
The NASA program also exemplifies the current Strategic Goals of Fanshawe College as there
is potential for this program to be eventually delivered in a pure online format. This will
accommodate diverse learning needs and expectations.
This program will support the IT security needs of local organizations, as well as organizations
elsewhere in the world. Members of the External Focus Group jointly agree that there is an
increasing shift in relation to specialization within this field. The complexity and competencies,
in relation to the knowledge and skills that industry expects of graduate students, is most
definitely on the rise, and undoubtedly will continue to increase.
There is also a focus on preparing graduates, in a proactive way, to work with the technologyof
the future.
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1

Proposed Program :
Network and Security Architecture
Occupation and NOC Levels:
There are no Occupations listed here at this level of skill
Skill Trends 1
The expansion of Canada’s digital economy has created new security challenges for critical industries, such
as health care, finance and transportation, which rely on ICT to deliver their products and services. The risks
associated with digital or cyber insecurity extend far beyond the domains of personal banking and online
business. In fact, they pose the biggest threat to areas such as health and finance, where security breaches
and/ or critical data disruption have greater consequences.
The Growing Demand For Cyber Security
The need for cyber security professionals who can combine ICT with industry knowledge will absolutely
continue to grow in Canada. As ICT continues to expand in organizations, government and personal banking,
Canada will need specialized skills that can identify industry-specific risks and apply safeguards to respond
to, and mitigate, those risks. In response to this pressing need, Public Safety Canada has established a
Canadian Cyber Incident Response Centre (CCIRC), which is responsible for monitoring cyber threats;
providing mitigation strategies against such threats; and coordinating the national response to cyber security
incidents.
According to Ron Deibert, Director at the Canada Centre for Global Security Studies and the Citizen Lab,18
Canada absolutely needs a stronger approach to cyber security. Growing security concerns among industry
and the public have already created a massive cyber security market (between $80 and $150 billion U.S.
annually), which provides filtering, data mining and fusion and computer attack capabilities to security
services worldwide. The Conference Board considers cyber insecurity an “economic and national security
crisis.” It notes that advancements in cyber security represent a “strategic advantage” for organizations and
the nation.
In a recent report, Sapphire revealed that projects related to collaboration, security and cloud computing are
among the most common contributors to labour force expansion in Canada. The report also states that large
firms have the greatest need for security and privacy specialists
The U.S. Bureau of Labor expects Information Security Analysts to grow by more than 20% over the 2008 to
2018 period.22 Demand for IT security is expected to increase as organizations’ need for data security
accelerates—especially as more databases become connected to the Internet. Moreover, the growing reliance
on wireless networks will also increase the need for cyber security specialists. According to the Bureau, those
with knowledge of information security will be in high demand, as computer networks transmit an increasing
amount of sensitive data. Security concerns are particularly important in the context of cloud computing,
where virtualization is a key component. Virtualization tends to raise security requirements, making security
management much more complex.
Shortages In Cyber Security Labour Market
The growing threat of cyber infractions has created a new market for ICT professionals with the skills to
design and operate critical systems infrastructure that can withstand sophisticated attacks. According to
industry and government stakeholders interviewed by Professional Engineers Ontario (PEO), cyber security
professionals are in very short supply.
Emerging Occupations
In response to the growing nature and sophistication of cyber threats, new skills are needed to keep pace
with the digital current. The following section reviews three key job profiles that have emerged in response to
cyber threats.
Communications Infrastructure Engineering (CIE)
CIE is an engineering discipline that supports critical infrastructures by designing and managing secure
networks for mission-critical and safety-critical applications.
1

Information was extracted from the ITCT White Page Series – Information and Communication Technical Council,
September 2012, CYBER SECURITY Critical ICT Human Resource in the Digital Economy
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The CIE practice requires further development by the professional engineering community in order to define
the standards and licensing procedures for workers entering the field. With growing security concerns
affecting all segments of Canadian society, the need for human resources committed to the protection and
maintenance of digital communications is on the rise. The field of CIE has the potential to strengthen federal
government policy initiatives around cyber security by establishing guidelines and best practices for secure
communications networks.
IT Security Specialists
Threats to information security are especially problematic for government departments which house sensitive
information. In dealing with the evolving threat posed by sophisticated hackers, government departments in
the U.S., for example, have taken a proactive approach to mitigate the risks. IT security Specialists can
protect federal networks and critical infrastructures by pinpointing key areas (i.e., communications, endpoint
protection, or other threat areas) in which security has been breached.

Developing Cyber Security Labour Force
1. Industry and academia should support CIE as a discipline by raising awareness of the growing demand for
cyber security professionals.
2. Industry and government should invest in industry-and domain-specific cyber security professionals who
can address cyber threats to critical infrastructures such as transportation, health care and financial services.
3. Support cyber security networks for ICT professionals in various industries to address common security
concerns and develop best practices for designing and overseeing communications networks.
Call For Action
ICTC believes that the ICT sector, including industry, education and government, must invest in strategies for
recruiting, retaining, integrating and developing a highly-skilled and diverse cyber security labour force.
These critical players must stimulate the number of young students, including women, entering into ICT and
ICT related secondary and post-secondary programs. These programs must reflect the needs of industry and
shift to integrated, cross-discipline, post-secondary programs with practicum components including
professional development opportunities for returning students. ICT employers must ensure diversity and
inclusion of both Canadian and Global talent, which are essential elements of their HR practices.
Raising public awareness about the risks of online activity, investing in the ICT skills that are needed to
support a cyber-secure nation and developing a highly skilled cyber security workforce represent a strategic
advantage for organization.
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6.0

Feasibility of Program Score: ___/25
6.01 Physical Resources

 Technology requirements - include capital equipment required for start-up and full
implementation of the program; type of equipment and infrastructure enhancements needed
to operationalize the equipment (electrical upgrade, water, eye wash station, fume hood, etc)
and results of consultations and discussions regarding technology requirements.
This program will be able to make use of the current equipment that is used in the CYN,CTY
and ISM programs. New equipment or modules will need to be purchased for the IPS,
wireless modules. New servers and firewalls will also need to be purchased as the current
equipment has reached end of life and needs to be replaced. The equipment will be
integrated into the existing networking labs located in the School of Information Technology.
The equipment usually needs to be updated every 5-6 years.
 Space requirements:
In reflection of the fact that the IT department already has a network lab, the space
requirements that would be required are minimal. The majority of the proposed courses hold
potential to be conducted in space gaps that already exist in the current lab timetable and
space (G2010 & G2013).
There is potential for G1015, which is currently being utilized as a storage room by theIT
department, to be re-fitted to be a lab or classroom space.
 Computing requirements :
New firewalls, IPSs, WAN controllers, Access points and servers to handle virtualization will
be required. The cost of this equipment is approximately $120,000
Firewalls - $36,000
Routers will IPSs – $16,000
WAN Controllers & Aps- $18,000
Servers for virtualization - $50,000
The labs/classrooms which are currently utilized for IT programs could be utilized to deliver
the curriculum, both in theory and lab experiences. There is an existing equipment storage
room that the IT school utilizes that could be transformed into another lab-based classroom
(G1015). The cost would be minimal to facilitate this reconstruction. If G1015 could not be
secured then approximately ten hours/week of classroom/lab space would be required.
There are no known implications for existing IT architecture given the program size, delivery
format and computing requirements. The program would gain access to servers via VPN,
which exists in isolation from the College network.
There are no additional software requirements other than Connect (which is a standard fee
for all IT students). There are no software licensing fees. It would be mandatory for all
students to purchase their own laptops.The College’s networks are not impacted by this
program as the students have access to a specialized IT lab and they use their own lap tops.
Full-time and part-time students will need to register online and make use of FOL and
Collaborate as usual.There is no extra specific IT staff support required to facilitate this
program.

6.02 Learning Resources

No additional resources will be needed from the Library.

6.03 Human Resources

Initially new f/t professors will be required to teach in this program and or replace the professors
from the ISM program who will teach in this new program. This program requires specialized
skills and people who possess these skills will not come to teach part-time because of the high
salaries commanded by people in these positions. These professors will be also be qualified to
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teach in the ISM and CTN/CTY program. This program will additionally require a faculty to
perform coordinator duties.
Current faculty, who are assigned to teach in this program, would benefit from training and/or
upgrading in CCNP security and security networking.

6.04 Student Services/Learning Experiences





The faculty of the NASA program will remain abreast of Fanshawe’s e-learning
initiatives through affiliation with the Centre for Academic Excellence.
The program will recruit international students through the bundling of this proposed
program with ISM. This will provide an incentive for international students to extend
their one year of learning at Fanshawe, to two years.
The NASA program will embed research and innovation learning activities into
curriculum. Investigation in regards to potential funding sources for students and
professor research projects will occur.
Students will be connected to Fanshawe Services such as Student Success and the
International Office as required.

6.05 Marketing Plan

.

We will refer to R&BM’s as we develop a plan for this new program launch. Ensuring that
students who are currently enrolled in Fanshawe’s IT programs, and related programs across
country, are aware that this program is being offered will be crucial. We will additionally
continue to consult with the recruiters from India.

6.06 Multi-Year Enrollment Projections
Our plan is to initially offer winter intakes for the NASA program.
2014/15

Year One

Year Two

2015/16

Winter
Domestic- 10
Internat’l- 20
Part-time- 15

Fall
Domestic- 10
Internat’l- 20
Part-time- 15

Same

Same

2016/17

2017/18

Year Three
Year Four
Number of
Graduates
Total
Enrollment

6.07 Budget for Program - (multi-year)
 Not Available
6.08 Tuition Fees
 Not Available
 Proposed annual tuition fee: $__________ DB- Suggest ISM tuition + 10%
 Fees:

Regular

Yes _____

No _____

Deregulated

Yes _____

No _____

 What are other colleges charging for similar programs?
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Ongoing

6.09 Start Up Costs
The initial costs that will be associated with the development of this program include:
New firewalls, IPSs, WAN controllers, access points and servers to handle virtualization will be
required. The cost of this equipment is approximately $120,000
Firewalls - $36,000
Routers will IPSs – 16,000
WAN Controllers & Aps 18,000
Servers for virtualization 50,000
Training for existing Faculty - $16,000 (4 courses $4,000 each)

6.10 Allocation of Resources
No alternative sources of funding have been identified at present time.

7.0

Consultation Report
See Appendix H: Consultation Report.

Submitted by:

Date:
Signature of Dean
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ONTARIO COLLEGES OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY
CREDENTIALS VALIDATION SERVICE
APPLICATION FOR PROGRAM VALIDATION
This proposal will be sent to MTCU for Approval for Funding

___X___Yes

_____ No

1. College: Fanshawe College
2. College contact person responsible for this proposal:
Name: David Belford
Title: Dean, Faculty of Business
Telephone: 519-452-4430 (ext:3371)
Electronic mail: dbelford@fanshawec.ca
3. Proposed Program Title: Network and Security Architecture
4. Proposed Credential: (please indicate below)
Local Board Approved Certificate 
Ontario College Certificate 
Ontario College Diploma 
Ontario College Advanced Diploma 
Ontario College Graduate Certificate X
5. Proposed Program Outcomes:
Please complete and attach the two Program Maps (Appendix A - Form 1 and Form 2)
6. Proposed Program Description:
Please complete and attach the Program Description Form (Appendix B)
7. Proposed Program Curriculum:
Please complete and attach the Program Curriculum Form (Appendix C)
8. Proposed Program Certification/Accreditation:

Please complete and attach the Regulatory Status Form (Appendix D)

9. Date of Submission: November 20, 2013
10. Date of CVS Response: December 9, 2013

11. Validation Decision:
 Proposal Validated (APS Number:

FANS 01305 )

_________________________________________________________________________________
Signed on behalf of CVS:

Tim Klassen

Send the completed form and required appendices to: klassen@ocqas.org . For detailed information on how to complete the Application
for Program Validation, please refer to the Application Instructions document. For any additional information contact: The Ontario College
Quality Assurance Service, 20 Bay Street, Suite 1600, Toronto, ON M5J 2N8; or by telephone at (647) 258-7682.

ONTARIO COLLEGES OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY
CREDENTIALS VALIDATION SERVICE
APPENDIX A - PROGRAM MAPS
Form 1 - Vocational Program Outcomes

PROVINCIAL PROGRAM STANDARD
VOCATIONAL LEARNING OUTCOMES /
PROVINCIAL PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
OUTCOMES

PROPOSED PROGRAM VOCATIONAL
LEARNING OUTCOMES
1. Design an enterprise network by applying
knowledge of networking and routing
protocols.

PROPOSED PROGRAM CURRICULUM
(COURSE NAME & NUMBER)
ADDRESSING THE OUTCOME (From
Appendix C)
INFOXXXX Enterprise Network Design
INFOXXXX Network Protocols
INFOXXXX Securing Routers and Switches
INFOXXXX Firewalls
INFOXXXX Windows Active Directory
INFO6010 CISSP Prep
INFOXXXX Wireless Networks
INFOXXXX Virtual Private Networks
INFOXXXX Intrusion Prevention Systems
INFOXXXX Wireless Networks
INFOXXXX IT Service Management

2. Perform network monitoring, analysis and
troubleshooting to determine efficient and
secure operations.

INFOXXXX Enterprise Network Design
INFOXXXX Network Protocols
INFOXXXX Securing Routers and Switches
INFOXXXX Firewalls
INFOXXXX Intrusion Prevention Systems
INFOXXXX Web Security

3. Develop a security architecture plan to

INFOXXXX Enterprise Network Design

incorporate both perimeter and endpoint
security controls and devices to provide
layers of security.

4. Design multi-site enterprise operating
system infrastructures using a security
architecture framework.
5. Design a centrally managed wireless
network topology that can accommodate
remote sites incorporating current security
standards.

INFOXXXX Network Protocols
INFOXXXX Firewalls
INFOXXXX Wireless Networks
INFOXXXX Securing Routers and Switches
INFO6010 CISSP Prep
INFOXXXX Virtual Private Networks
INFOXXXX Intrusion Prevention Systems
INFOXXXX Enterprise Network Design
INFOXXXX IT Service Management
INFOXXXX Windows Active Directory
INFOXXXX Virtualization
INFOXXXX Enterprise Network Design
INFOXXXX Wireless
INFOXXXX IT Service Management

6. Design and implement a virtualization and
cloud computing focused infrastructure
specifically addressing security risks
associated with incorporating virtualization
into an organizations infrastructure.

INFOXXXX Enterprise Network Design
INFOXXXX Windows Active Directory
INFOXXXX Virtualization

7. Deploy servers to host web applications,
focusing on securing the server and web
applications from identified security risks.

INFOXXXX Web Security
INFOXXXX Network Protocols

8. Identify and plan IT services that support
business goals and objectives, and
explain specific activities directly related to
the delivery and support of the services.

INFOXXXX Enterprise Network Design
INFOXXXX Virtualization
INFOXXXX IT Service Management
INFO6010 CISSP Prep

ONTARIO COLLEGES OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY
CREDENTIALS VALIDATION SERVICE
APPENDIX A - PROGRAM MAPS
Form 2 - Essential Employability Skills Outcomes
SKILL
CATEGORIES

COMMUNICATION

NUMERACY

DEFINING SKILLS
Skill areas to be
demonstrated by the
graduates
Reading
Writing
Speaking
Listening
Presenting
Visual Literacy
Understanding and
applying mathematical
concepts and reasoning

ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
OUTCOMES
The graduate has reliably demonstrated the
ability to:
communicate clearly, concisely, and correctly in
the written, spoken, and visual form that fulfils
the purpose and meets the needs of the
audience
respond to written, spoken, or visual messages
in a manner that ensures effective
communication
execute mathematical operations accurately

PROPOSED CURRICULUM
(COURSE NAME & NUMBER)
ADDRESSING THE OUTCOMES
(From Appendix C)
INFOXXXX IT Service Management
INFO6010 CISSP Prep

apply a systematic approach to solve problems

INFOXXXX Enterprise Network
Design
INFOXXXX Network Protocols

Analysing and using
numerical data

INFOXXXX IT Service Management
INFO6010 CISSP Prep
INFOXXXX Enterprise Network
Design
INFOXXXX Network Protocols
INFOXXXX Intrusion Prevention
Systems

Conceptualizing
CRITICAL
THINKING &
PROBLEM

Analysing
Synthesizing
Evaluating

SKILL
CATEGORIES

SOLVING

DEFINING SKILLS
Skill areas to be
demonstrated by the
graduates
Decision-making

ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
OUTCOMES
The graduate has reliably demonstrated the
ability to:

Creative and innovative
thinking

use a variety of thinking skills to anticipate and
solve problems

PROPOSED CURRICULUM
(COURSE NAME & NUMBER)
ADDRESSING THE OUTCOMES
(From Appendix C)
INFOXXXX Securing Routers and
Switches
INFOXXXX Firewalls
INFOXXXX Windows Active
Directory
INFOXXXX Wireless Networks
INFOXXXX Virtual Private Networks
INFOXXXX Intrusion Prevention
Systems
INFOXXXX Wireless Networks
INFOXXXX IT Service Management
INFO6010 CISSP
INFOXXXX Web Security
INFOXXXX Enterprise Network
Design
INFOXXXX Network Protocols
INFOXXXX Securing Routers and
Switches
INFOXXXX Firewalls
INFOXXXX Windows Active
Directory
INFOXXXX Wireless Networks
INFOXXXX Virtual Private Networks
INFOXXXX Intrusion Prevention
Systems
INFOXXXX Wireless Networks
INFOXXXX IT Service Management

SKILL
CATEGORIES

DEFINING SKILLS
Skill areas to be
demonstrated by the
graduates

ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
OUTCOMES
The graduate has reliably demonstrated the
ability to:

PROPOSED CURRICULUM
(COURSE NAME & NUMBER)
ADDRESSING THE OUTCOMES
(From Appendix C)
INFO6010 CISSP

INFOXXXX Web Security
INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT

Gathering and managing
information
Selecting and using
appropriate tools and
technology for a task or a
project
Computer literacy
Internet skills

locate, select, organize, and document
information using appropriate technology and
information systems

INFOXXXX Enterprise Network
Design
INFOXXXX Network Protocols
INFOXXXX Securing Routers and
Switches
INFOXXXX Firewalls
INFOXXXX Windows Active
Directory
INFOXXXX Wireless Networks
INFOXXXX Virtual Private Networks
INFOXXXX Intrusion Prevention
Systems
INFOXXXX Wireless Networks
INFOXXXX IT Service Management

INFOXXXX Web Security
analyse, evaluate, and apply relevant information
from a variety of sources
INTERPERSONAL

Team work
Relationship
management
Conflict resolution
Leadership
Networking

show respect for the diverse opinions, values,
belief systems, and contributions of others
interact with others in groups or teams in ways
that contribute to effective working relationships
and the achievement of goals

INFOXXXX Network Protocols
INFOXXXX IT Service Management
INFO6010 CISSP
INFOXXXX IT Service Management
INFO6010 CISSP
INFOXXXX Enterprise Network
Design
INFO6010 CISSP
INFOXXXX IT Service Management

INFOXXXX Web Security

SKILL
CATEGORIES

PERSONAL

DEFINING SKILLS
Skill areas to be
demonstrated by the
graduates
Managing self
Managing change and
being flexible and
adaptable
Engaging in reflective
practices
Demonstrating personal
responsibility

ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
OUTCOMES
The graduate has reliably demonstrated the
ability to:
manage the use of time and other resources to
complete projects

take responsibility for one’s own actions,
decisions, and consequences

PROPOSED CURRICULUM
(COURSE NAME & NUMBER)
ADDRESSING THE OUTCOMES
(From Appendix C)
INFOXXXX Enterprise Network
Design
INFOXXXX IT Service Management
INFO6010 CISSP
INFOXXXX Enterprise Network
Design
INFOXXXX IT Service Management
INFO6010 CISSP

APPENDIX A – Form 3 Program Outcomes – Curriculum Map

PROGRAM MAPPING (Name of Program)
INFOXXXX Windows Active
Directory

INFOXXXX Netwrok
Protocols

INFO6008 CISSP Prep

INFOXXX Virtual Private
Networks

INFOXXXX Intrusion
Prevension Systems

INFOXXXX Wireless
Netwroks

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3 Develop a security architecture plan to incorporate both perimeter and endpoint security
controls and devices to provide layers of security for a defense in depth strategy.
4 Design a Windows operating system infrastructure, accommodating a multi-site
enterprise topology. Implement and deploy security effectively through organizational unit
and security group design.
5 Design a centrally managed wireless network topology that can accommodate remote
sites. incorporating the current security standards.
6 Design and implement a virtualization and cloud computing focused infrastructure.
Specifically addressing the security concerns associated with incorporating virtualization
into an organizations infrastructure.
7 Deploy servers to host web applications, focusing on securing the server and web
applications from identified security risks.
8 Identify and plan IT services that support business goals and objectives. Explain
specific activities directly related to the delivery and support of the services.
TOTAL # OF OUTCOMES EVALUATED BY EACH COURSE
GM = General Education (mandatory) G = General Education (elective)

3

ACADEMIC CHAIR:
Date Completed:

3

3

3

3

3

3
3

3

3

Additional Comments:

3

3

9

3

4
3

5

3
3

3
3

6

3

3
3

10

3

3

7

3
3

3

NB - Only indicate the outcomes that are Taught & Evaluated (TE or TRE) in a course
PROGRAM COORDINATOR:

3

# OF COURSES
EVALUATING THE
OUTCOME

INFOXXXX Firewallsx

3

2 Perform network monitoring, analysis and troubleshooting to determine the efficient
and secure operation of the network.

The graduate has reliably demonstrated the ability to: (Source: MTCU
Code )

INFOXXXX IT Service
Management

INFOXXXX Securing
Routers & Switches

1 Apply knowledge of networking and routing protocols to design an enterprise network

1 - Introductory
2 - Intermediate
3 - Advanced

INFOXXXX Web Security

INFOXXXX- Enterprise
Netwrok Design

LEVEL TWO
INFOXXXX Virtualization

LEVEL ONE

PROGRAM VOCATIONAL LEARNING OUTCOMES

3

3
2

3

3

3

2
3

2

4

4

ONTARIO COLLEGES OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY
CREDENTIALS VALIDATION SERVICE
APPENDIX B - PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: (including occupational areas where it is anticipated graduates
will find employment)
This program is designed to provide students with the knowledge and skills to analyze and
design the operation of an Enterprise network. Security, and the varying components that are
integral to multiple layered defense strategies, will be explored. Effective and secure delivery
and support of IT services, that meet a broad spectrum of business needs, will be a core
learning component of this program. The NASA program incorporates curriculum that
prepares the student to obtain certification from Cisco Systems as a Cisco Certified Network
Professional (CCNP) security specialist.
VOCATIONAL PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES: (vocational program learning
outcomes must be consistent with the requirements of the Credentials Framework for the
proposed credential)
The graduate has reliably demonstrated the ability to:
1. Design an enterprise network by applying knowledge of networking and routing
protocols.
2. Perform network monitoring, analysis and troubleshooting to determine efficient and
secure operations.
3. Develop a security architecture plan to incorporate both perimeter and endpoint
security controls and devices to provide layers of security.
4. Design multi-site enterprise operating system infrastructures using a security
architecture framework.
5. Design a centrally managed wireless network topology that can accommodate remote
sites incorporating current security standards.
6. Design and implement a virtualization and cloud computing focused infrastructure
specifically addressing security risks associated with incorporating virtualization into
an organizations infrastructure.
7. Deploy servers to host web applications, focusing on securing the server and web
from identified security risks.
8. Identify and plan IT services that support business goals and objectives, and explain
specific activities directly related to the delivery and support of the services.

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS:
Advanced diploma in Computer Systems Technology from an Ontario College of
Applied Arts and Technology (CAAT) or equivalent diploma, OR University degree in
network or computer engineering OR graduate certificate in information security OR
an acceptable combination of related work experience and post-secondary education
(as determined by the College).

ONTARIO COLLEGES OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY
CREDENTIALS VALIDATION SERVICE
APPENDIX C - PROGRAM CURRICULUM
Semester
1

Course
Code*
INFOXXXX

Course Title (and brief course description)
Enterprise Network Design

This course will examine the design of an enterprise network
implementing a core backbone with distribution and access layers.
Analysis of the routing and switching protocols in the operation of
the network will be studied. The design architecture will incorporate
security devices from the network perimeter to host endpoint
computers. Students will also design an IP addressing scheme for
the network.
1

INFOXXXX

Securing Routers & Switches

This course will study the procedures required to secure Cisco
routers and switches. The curriculum will prepare the student to
write the Cisco Secure exam which is part of the Cisco CCNP –
Security certification
1

INFOXXXX

Firewalls

This course will examine the use of firewall technologies to provide
perimeter security to a network. The course will concentrate on the
implementation and configuration of Cisco ASA firewalls. The
curriculum will prepare the student to write the Cisco firewall exam
which is part of the Cisco CCNP – Security certification.
1

INFOXXXX

Windows Active Directory

Students will design and install a multi-site Windows Active
Directory infrastructure. The design will focus on effective use of
Group Policy for configuration management and security settings.
In addition, students will learn to effectively plan and deploy a
server infrastructure including Active Directory Certificate Services,
network infrastructure services and network access services.
1

INFOXXXX

Network Protocols

This course will analyze the protocols used on an enterprise
network. Protocols will be implemented on a working network and
the operation of the protocols for troubleshooting issues and the
efficient operation of the network will be studied. Logging will be

1

INFO6010

2

INFOXXXX

implemented on servers and network devices and the log
information will to examine to determine the state of network
operation.
CISSP Prep
2
This course will prepare the student for the ICS Certified
Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP) or the Systems
Security Certified Practitioner (SSCP) exam. The course will cover
2
the 10 security domains outlined by the ICS .
Virtual Private Networks

This course will study VPN technologies and the implementation
and configuration of Cisco equipment to create virtual private
networks. The curriculum will prepare the student to write the Cisco
VPN exam which is part of the Cisco CCNP – Security certification
2

INFOXXXX

Intrusion Prevention Systems

This course will explore the principles of Intrusion Prevention
Systems. The implementation and configuration of Cisco IPS to
secure the network will be studied. The curriculum will prepare the
student to write the Cisco IPS exam which is part of the Cisco
CCNP – Security certification.
2

INFOXXXX

Wireless Networks

Wireless technology based on the IEEE802.11 protocols will be
examined and the security issues with wireless networks will be
studied. The student will deploy and implement wireless access
points using current security standards for central authentication.
Topics covered will include 802.1X, Extensible Authentication
Protocols, Radius Server integration for Authentication,
Authorization and Accounting, with the focus of building secure
wireless networks from the ground up.
2

INFOXXXX

Virtualization

This course will cover the various technologies and business models
related to virtualization and cloud computing. Students will deploy
and manage a virtual infrastructure, taking into account the security
considerations that arise when incorporating virtualization
technologies into an enterprise infrastructure. Specific security
topics covered will include active directory integration, network
security policies, firewall configuration and effective use of
privileges, roles and permissions.
2

INFOXXXX

Web Security

This course will examine the issues associated with deploying and
securing web servers. The security of both Windows and Linux

based web servers will be addressed. This course will also focus on
securing web applications against the wide variety, and every
changing attack vectors, present on the Internet.
2

INFOXXXX

IT Service Management

This course will have the student identify and plan IT services that
support business goals and objectives. Specific activities directly
related to the delivery and support of IT services will be explored
and examined.

APPENDIX D - Regulatory Status Form
MANDATORY REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS
Where licensing or certification is required by legislation for entry to practice in the profession or trade, the
Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities requires that colleges ensure that their programs will meet
the requirements of the regulatory body in order to be approved for funding.
There is a legislative requirement that program graduates must be certified or licensed by a
regulatory authority to practice or work in the occupation.
Name of regulatory authority___________________________
(A) The program has been accredited or approved by the regulatory authority or its identified third
party.
OR
(B) The college is working toward accreditation with the regulatory authority
.
Status of application and expected date of achievement_______________
(C) If the regulatory authority does not accredit educational programs directly or by an identified
third party, it has formally acknowledged (e.g. in its published or legislated registration
requirements) that the program graduates will be eligible to write any required certifying or
registration exam or that the program is otherwise recognized for the purposes of certifying or
registering a graduate
.
Please submit an acknowledgement and/or evidence from the regulatory authority to support
(a) or (b) or (c) above.
__________________________________________________________________________________
VOLUNTARY REQUIREMENTS
Colleges may choose to have a program accredited or recognized by a voluntary membership
organization or association. Graduate eligibility for association recognition or adherence to standards
imposed by the body is not a requirement for program funding approval by the Ministry of Training,
Colleges and Universities.
Recognition of the program by a voluntary professional body:
Is being sought: Name of professional body:____CISCO_______________________

This accurately captures the relationship with Cisco. We are planning to offer the 4 courses that are part
of the Cisco CCNP Security certification. Students should be prepared to write that certification if they
successfully complete the courses, but it is up to the student to choose to write the certification exams.
The School of IT currently has partnerships with Cisco through the Networking Academy. This program
will build on that relationship, but the CCNP-Security is not currently part of the Academy program.
However, Cisco has offered to display this new program on their Cisco Networking Academy site which
will be seen by students in over 10,000 academies and 165 countries, which should increase the speed
to market and increase market coverage. A Cisco representative participated in the External Focus
Group and hosted the session for us.
The college is working toward recognition.

Status of application and expected date of achievement _______________________
Recognition has been received.
Type of recognition e.g. accreditation, graduates eligible to write membership exams,
etc.__________
Please submit an acknowledgement and/or evidence from the voluntary association that
recognition has been received.
X Recognition is not being sought (please note there may be titling implications for programs that are not
compliant in an area where other existing programs are).

APPENDIX E
Program Delivery Information (PDI) Form to Calculate Program Funding Parameters
Total Hours Required per Student
College:Fanshawe College

Program title: Network and Security
Architecture (NASA)

Indicate the number of hours that a student is required to spend in each instructional setting in
each semester or level of this program. All hours in all instructional settings are to be noted.

Semester/Level
Instructional Settings*

Classroom instruction

i

Laboratory/workshop/fieldwork

Clinical placement

345

4

5

6

7

8

9

iii

v

Mandatory

Mandatory

Small group tutorial

vi

Optional

Co-op work placement
**

345

3

iv

Field placement/work placement
**

2

ii

Independent (self-paced) learning

One-on-one instruction

1

vii

Optional
viii

Other (specify)

TOTAL

*Definitions for each instructional setting can be found on pages 5 – 7 or in electronic version
place mouse over end note reference beside each setting.
** All hours in all instructional settings are to be noted including optional field or co-op
placements.

Total

APPENDIX F - Program of Instruction
Prog #
Plan #

Program Name: Network and Security Architecture
Plan Name:
FOR STUDENTS ADMITTED IN 2014-15 (Reg. Term)
2015W

LEVEL 1
Crs. No.
XXXX
INFO
XXXX
INFO
XXXX
INFO
XXXX
INFO
XXXX
INFO
XXXX
INFO

Course Name
Enterprise Network Design
Securing Routers & Switches
Firewalls
Windows Active Directory
Network Protocols
CISSP Prep

Total Credits:

Credits
4
4
4
5
3
3

23

LEVEL 2
Crs. No.
XXXX
INFO
XXXX
INFO
XXXX
INFO
XXXX
INFO
XXXX
INFO
XXXX
INFO

Elective

Hours
60
60
60
75
45
45

Material
Fee

345
2015F

Course Name
Virtual Private Networks
Intrusion Prevention Systems
Wireless Networks
Virtualization
Web Security
IT Service Management

Total Credits:

Credits
4
4
4
5
3
3

23

Elective

Hours
60
60
60
75
45
45

345

Material
Fee

Appendix H

CONSULTATION REPORT FOR
NEW PROGRAMS & MAJOR PROGRAM REVISIONS
Revised: April 8, 2013

Network and Security Architecture

Title of Proposed Program:

David Belford

Submitted By:

TBD

MTCU code:

The Academic Program Planning Sub-committee (APPS) has approved the new program idea.
The following consultations are required before the full business plan is submitted to APPS
(Stage Gate 2).
1. Area: Academic Division - Academic Studies
Date of Meeting:

Business Plan: 3.02

Not Affected 

Business Plan: 3.02

Not Affected 

Participants:

Results of Discussion:
Issue(s) Unresolved:

2. Area: Academic Division - General Studies
Date of Meeting:

Centre for Academic Excellence

Participants:

Quality through Collaboration

April 2013

Results of Discussion: I have examined the documents and noticed that there is no specific

communications course offered.
SKILL CATEGORIES

DEFINING SKILLS
Skill areas to be
demonstrated by the
graduates

ESSENTIAL
EMPLOYABILITY
SKILLS OUTCOMES
The graduate has
reliably demonstrated
the ability to:

PROPOSED
CURRICULUM
(COURSE NAME &
NUMBER)
ADDRESSING THE
OUTCOMES (From
Appendix C)

COMMUNICATION

Reading
Writing
Speaking
Listening
Presenting
Visual Literacy

Communicate clearly,
concisely, and correctly
In the written, spoken,
and visual form that
fulfils the purpose and
Meets the needs of the
audience

INFOXXXX IT Service
Management
INFO6010CISSP Prep

Respond to written,
spoken or visual
messages in a manner
that ensures effective
communication

INFOXXXX IT Service
Management
INFO06010 CISSP
Prep

The School of Language and Liberal Studies is ready and available to consult on the development and
delivery of Grad. Cert. Communications Courses. We are presently offering such courses in our Business
Graduate Certification Programs. Denise Blay our Communications Coordinator has done a wonderful job
with these collaborations in the past.
Issue(s) Unresolved:

3. Area: Academic Division - Other Affected
Division(s)
Date of Meeting:

Business Plan: 3.02

Not Affected 

Business Plan: 6.04

Not Affected 

Participants:

Results of Discussion:
Issue(s) Unresolved:

4. Area: Centre for Academic Excellence
Date of Meeting: November 22, 2013

Participants: Tracy Gedies (remember to review Tracy’s
comments within the Bus. Plan)

Results of Discussion:
Most comments are editorial however Appendix E – 1 question relates to whether there are labs in the
program and what the funding implications might be if not listed as such.
Issue(s) Unresolved:

Centre for Academic Excellence

Quality through Collaboration

April 2013

5. Area: Centre for Research and Innovation
Date of Meeting: Nov. 19, 2013

Business Plan: XXXXXX

Not Affected 

Participants:
Dan Douglas

Results of Discussion:
I support this proposal. Research and innovation have been identified within the course content and
delivery methods.
Issue(s) Unresolved:

6. Area: Continuing Education
Date of Meeting: email Dec 2 2013

Business Plan: 6.04

Not Affected 

Participants: Tom Pickard, Bruce Smith, Susan Cluett

Results of Discussion:
No discussions have taken place
Issue(s) Unresolved:
Program looks like it has great potential to be offered part time to Continuing Education students, as
you’ve identified in section 2.0 (part-time studies for working professionals). Would like to discuss timing
of offerings, target market and joint marketing options.
7. Area: Regional Campuses
Date of Meeting: email Dec2 2013
Results of Discussion:
See comments above from Susan Cluett

Business Plan: xxxxxx

Not Affected 

Participants:
Susan Cluett

Issue(s) Unresolved:
No issues or concerns; does not appear to have direct impact or overlap with regional campus offerings.
8. Area: Co-operative Education (Co-op )
Date of Meeting:

▪

Business Plan: 6.04

Not Affected

Business Plan: 6.01

Not Affected 

Participants:

Results of Discussion:
Issue(s) Unresolved:

9. Area: Facilities Management (Space Requirements)
Date of Meeting: none

Centre for Academic Excellence

Participants: HBakker, DCalder

Quality through Collaboration

April 2013

Observations:
- Based on enrollment projections (6.06 Multi-Year Enrollment Projections) and mixed program
delivery methods of hybrid, online and weekend delivery (3.08 Course Descriptions), the existing
classroom and computer laboratory inventories is anticipated to be reasonably adequate for the
incremental instructional hours identified (Appendix E) and the mix of delivery methods identified
and that there are NO classroom or laboratory space requirements, subject to confirmation from
Timetabling
- Based on the computing requirements identified (6.01 Physical Resources), existing academic and
administrative IT network space is anticipated to be reasonably adequate and space racking and
wiring capacity are adequate for the incremental IT equipment identified, subject to confirmation
from ITS.
- The building electrical and HVAC system capacity is anticipated to be reasonably adequate to
accommodate the electrical loads (and required cooling) of the IT equipment identified and
related support equipment, subject to further review and analysis upon confirmation of equipment
selection and system sizing from ITS.
- the School’s office space is anticipated to be reasonably adequate to accommodate any
incremental increase in faculty, such staffing projections information (6.03 Human Resources)
requires further refinement/ definition.
Issue(s) Unresolved:
- Observations are subject to confirmation of delivery method(s), timetabling and review of space
and electrical/ IT/ HVAC infrastructure capacity for the location identified for program delivery as
well as academic school office capacity for staffing requirements.

10. Area: Timetabling and Scheduling (Timetabling
and Scheduling)
Date of Meeting: November 25, 2013

Business Plan: xxxxx

Not Affected 

Participants: Justin Potts, Steve Firth

Results of Discussion:
There is sufficient space from a classroom and dedicated (Network) lab perspective to accommodate this
program.
Issue(s) Unresolved:
Will the new equipment fit into existing network hardware rooms?

11. Area: Financial Services (Budget Projections)
Date of Meeting: November 25, 2013

Centre for Academic Excellence

Business Plan: 6.07

Not Affected 

Participants: Steve Firth, David Belford

Quality through Collaboration

April 2013

Results of Discussion:
The financial projections have been prepared using conservative enrolment, grant and tuition numbers. A
positive 10 year NPV of $735K is indicated for the proposal.
Program Name
Program type

Network and Security Architecture
Grad Certificate
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

Total

Incremental revenues
Grants:
- program name

Notes
1

n/a

Tuition:
- program name
Program Specific fee **

2,3,4
5

Other associated revenue
sub-total

Incremental expenses
Indirect salaries:
Admin/Support staff
Teaching salaries:
Full time - number required
- cost @ $129,061
Part time - hours per week req'd
- cost @ see below
One time costs - facilities
fitup/equipment
Other startup - training
Operating expenses
Capital expenses
sub-total

incremental cash inflows

46,436

46,436

46,436

46,436

46,436

46,436

46,436

46,436

46,436

417,924

256,200
0

256,200
0

256,200
0

256,200
0

256,200
0

256,200
0

256,200
0

256,200
0

256,200
0

256,200
0

2,562,000
0

0
256,200

0
302,636

0
302,636

0
302,636

0
302,636

0
302,636

0
302,636

0
302,636

0
302,636

0
302,636

0
2,979,924

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
23
64,173
0
240,000
16,000

1
129,061
13
36,272

1
129,061
13
36,272

1
129,061
13
36,272

1
129,061
13
36,272

1
129,061
13
36,272

1
129,061
13
36,272

1
129,061
13
36,272

1
129,061
13
36,272

1
129,061
13
36,272

320,173

165,333

165,333

165,333

165,333

165,333

165,333

165,333

165,333

165,333

1,808,170

-63,973

137,303
45%

137,303
45%

137,303
45%

137,303
45%

137,303
45%

137,303
45%

137,303
45%

137,303
45%

137,303
45%

1,171,754

CTO%
Net present value @ 8%

1,161,549
390,621
0
240,000
16,000
0
0

$734,948

Notes:
1. Grant based on existing ISM program
2. Tuition based on existing ISM program
3. 40%/60% domestic/international enrolments assumed
4. Based on lvl 1 enrolment total of 35
5. Non required (possibly Connect fee)

INPUT FIELDS

Tuition - domestic lvl 1/2
(per term) lvl 3/4

$1,200.00
$0.00

Grant all levels
(per term)

$1,786.00

Program specific fee all levels

$0.00

Tuition - international lvl 1/2
(per term) lvl 3/4

$5,625.00
$0.00

Enrolment split domestic
international
Part time / Partial load split %
hrly rate
(incl. ben's)

40%
60%
PT
PL
PT
PL

35%
65%
$73.70
$103.40
30

Number of weeks for PT/PL

YEAR 1
Enrolment table
level 1 - Fall
level 2 - Winter
level 3
level 4

Program name
Domestic
14
12
0
0
26

Int'l
21
19
0
0
40

35
31
0
0
66

Tuition rates
level 1
level 2
level 3
level 4

Domestic
1,200.00
1,200.00
0.00
0.00

Int'l
5,625.00
5,625.00
0.00
0.00

Domestic
1,786.00
1,786.00
1,786.00
1,786.00

Int'l
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Grant values

level 1
level 2
level 3
level 4

Centre for Academic Excellence

Quality through Collaboration

YEAR 2
Enrolment table
level 1 - Fall

Program name
Domestic
14

Int'l
21

35

April 2013

11. Budget Projections – cont.
Issue(s) Unresolved:
Upside potential for the program from a “continuous” intake model has not been factored into the NPOV
analysis.

12. Area: Human Resources (Staffing Plan)
Date of Meeting:

Business Plan: 6.03

Not Affected 

Business Plan: 6.01

Not Affected 

Participants:

Results of Discussion:
Issue(s) Unresolved:

13. Area: Information Services (Technology
Requirements)
Date of Meeting: Dec. 4, 2013
Participants:
Peter Gilbert.
Results of Discussion:

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

More review required of:
Cisco relationship (and that with Microsoft and Linux) as it relates to academics
How blended format will be incorporated and specific classroom needs - network-wise
Equipment needs / resources while supporting institutional priorities, may be substantial, so
there will be a need to budget for the operating expenses of a network environment. I believe
that capital costs have been identified, but most of these components require some sort of
maintenance and support contract, and in some cases annual license feeds
Suggestion that a potential non-direct audience could be existing IT employees where the
employer wishes to add new skills by enhancing those of existing staff
Suggestion that ITS could play a role in the maintenance, setup and in some cases, teaching of
the course. Many of the technologies are used or could be used by Fanshawe and there could
be great benefit in having us become more involved
Higher education as well as health care, finance and transportation to be considered/included in
‘Skill Trends’ as it relates to ‘Employment Demand’ (see 5.02)
Space requirements if relocation of IT storage space is necessary; start-up costs and ongoing
costs re: computing requirements including hardware maintenance and support, licenses etc.

Issue(s) Unresolved:

14. Area: International Centre
Date of Meeting:

Business Plan: 6.04

Not Affected 

Business Plan: 6.02

Not Affected 

Participants:

Results of Discussion:
Issue(s) Unresolved:

15. Area: Library (Learning Resources)

Centre for Academic Excellence

Quality through Collaboration

April 2013

Date of Meeting:

Participants:

Results of Discussion:
Issue(s) Unresolved:

16. Area: Reputation and Brand Management

Business Plan: 6.05

Not Affected 

Date of Meeting: email from December Participants: Tony Frost
10, 2013
Results of Discussion: Overall, this seems like a very good and very interesting program for the

faculty as it is aimed at a clear need in the marketplace. I’ve had a discussion with my team on
its potential for domestic student recruitment and we have a number of thoughts and
questions for you to contemplate:
In terms of domestic students (PSE graduates and non-directs), the employment prospects for
graduates of diploma and degree programs are very good (as noted in section 5.02.) However,
and ironically, this high demand may pose challenges for student recruitment, as prospects
have access to high paying jobs without the need for more training.
A concern has also been raised in terms of cannibalization of existing graduate certificates.
Students, like everyone, weigh the costs and benefits of education. They will want to take the
minimal amount of training (cost) that gets them the best chance at a job (benefit). Given the
above job market, prospective students will be less inclined to take any more education than
they have to, never-mind taking multiple graduate certificates. The question then becomes,
what effect will this have on programs that we offer (e.g. ISM, Gaming, etc.)? We may find that
the new Certificate actually has a negative effect on existing programs with no to minimal net
benefit to the College.
Also of note, the CIE job example specifies that a background in engineering is required – is this
a good/realistic example to use? This certificate is available to a wide range of prospective
students including a mature student. Will we attract engineers? If not, will graduates of the
program have the actual qualifications to be hired for this job or will Engineering grads be who
employers are looking for? This is not to say that graduates of the certificate would not be hired
for another job, but this particular example seems like it may be an inappropriate or inaccurate
example.
A question was raised as to how many sections the program will consist of. Will there be one
that is largely domestic? What happens if most applicants are international? The team believes
that this program will be more appealing to international students than domestic students.
During the Stage Gate process, we should have a discussion regarding this issue as high
percentages of international students in a graduate class room may impact domestic retention.
What is meant by "blended?" The team feels that a fully online version may have potential for
domestic students outside our normal catchment (and therefore beyond our existing student
body.) Section 6.05 specifically indicates that the program will be promoted across Canada,
however the College should be reasonable about the expectation for “national” recruiting given
that Fanshawe has very little awareness (and therefore brand value) as we move further from
London and surrounding area.
Centre for Academic Excellence
Quality through Collaboration
April 2013

In 6.06, what is the makeup of the “Part-time” students? Also, for domestic students, a Fall
intake, in our opinion, is preferred.
Issue(s) Unresolved:

17. Area: Registrar’s Office (Admission Requirements)
Date of Meeting:

Business Plan: 3.01

Not Affected 

Business Plan: 6.06

Not Affected 

Business Plan: 6.08

Not Affected 

Business Plan: 5.01

Not Affected 

Business Plan: 6.04

Not Affected 

Participants:

Results of Discussion:
Issue(s) Unresolved:

18. Area: Registrar’s Office (Enrollment Projections)
Date of Meeting:

Participants:

Results of Discussion:
Issue(s) Unresolved:

19. Area: Registrar’s Office (Tuition Fees)
Date of Meeting:

Participants:

Results of Discussion:
Issue(s) Unresolved:

20. Area: Brand & Reputation / Recruitment
(Student Demand)
Date of Meeting:
Participants:
Results of Discussion:
Issue(s) Unresolved:

21. Area: Counseling and Accessibility Services
Date of Meeting: November 20

Participants: Heather Cummings, Lois Wey, Robert Kitchen

Results of Discussion:
No significant concerns from these areas. Expect minimal impact on service areas.
Issue(s) Unresolved:
If International Students arriving to Canada for the first time enroll in program, there may be some
additional impact on the SSA in that area.

Centre for Academic Excellence

Quality through Collaboration

April 2013

22. Area: Contract Training Services
Date of Meeting: email Dec 2 2013
Results of Discussion:

Business Plan: 5.02

Not Affected 

Participants:
Susan Cluett, Bruce Smith

See comments above
Issue(s) Unresolved:

23. Area: Other Consultation, as required
Date of Meeting:

Business Plan:

Not Affected 

Participants:

Results of Discussion:
Issue(s) Unresolved:

24. Dean’s Comments
This is an exciting new program that builds on the teaching expertise of the existing Information Security
Management program. The combination of these 2 programs should be attractive for international
students. This new program should be attractive for both full-time and part-time domestic students (many
of whom we expect will be currently working IT professionals). There should be industry demand for welltrained practitioners expert in information security. It is essential that this new program receive full
promotional support.

I verify that the above consultations have occurred and that all issues have been
resolved, with the exception of those noted above.
Date:
(Signature)
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11/11/2013
Karen MacIntyre
Information Security Management, Coordinator
Fanshawe College
1001 Fanshawe College Blvd., London, Ontario, N5V 1W2
Network and Security Architecture Post Certificate, School of Information Technology
Please accept this letter of support from the Buckland group (Buckland Customs Brokers Ltd. / Buckland Global Trade
Services Inc.) for the proposed Network and Security Architecture Graduate Certificate program. Our organization has
actively participated in the External Focus Group Process and as such we endorse implementation of this program.
As a logistics technology provider we always strive to seek applicants who have the knowledge, skills and experience
reflective of the current needs of our industry. I believe that graduating students from this proposed program would be
desirable candidates for our organization in network and security design, and systems architecture.
Please feel free to contact me should you required any further information in regards to my endorsement of the proposed
Network and Security Architecture Graduate Certificate program.

Sincerely,

Ryan Walsh
Manager, Network & Information Systems
Buckland Customs Brokerst Ltd. / Buckland Global Trade Services Inc.

MikhailCherniak
Network Engineer, Amazon Web Services
mikcherniak@gmail.com
519-9L4-1691,
311 Cedar Street. Apt. 607, Seattle, Washington ,9812L

November 14th 2013
Karen Maclntyre

lnformation Security Management, Coordinator
Fanshawe College
1001- Fanshawe College Blvd., London, Ontario, NsV 1W2

Network and Security Architecture Post Certificate, School of lnformation Technology
To whom

it may concern,

Please accept this letter of support

for the proposed Network

and Security Architecture Graduate

Certificate program. I attended and actively participated in the external focus group and would like to
add my name as support for its creation.
As a graduate of the CTY program at Fanshawe College I feel that this course will aid students seeking to

understand low level technical details of network and security protocols. As the job market for
engineers and architects become more competitive these skills along with understanding design and
architecture concepts are key differentiators looked at by employers.
As a Network Design Engineer at BlackBerry I took part in many hiring interviews where applicants with

the ability to articulate low level concepts of network design, architecture, and protocols were highly
favored. There are many individuals in the market who can speak broadly about these topics, but those
who have the knowledge to go in depth stand out.
that any student graduating from the proposed program would be highly desirable to any
employer as well as help students achieve higher starting salary and career positions.
I believe

Please do not hesitate

to contact me should you require any additional information in regards to my

endorsement for the proposed Network and Security Architecture Graduate Certificate program.
Sincerely,

*Lt-z*

Mikhail Cherniak

